The biggest news to hit the Corn Belt this year has been the new farm bill, officially known as the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act (FSRIA) of 2002. Although the bill contains many provisions of interest to farmers and landowners, most of the attention has been focused on commodity programs and payments.

Program Payments
Like past farm bills, commodity payments under FSRIA are made to the person who is at risk, which is generally the tenant under a cash rent lease. Over time, however, increases or decreases in expected revenue tend to be factored into cash rent bids. So, comparing potential payments under the new bill to those received the last few years should shed some light on how rents will be affected in the future.

FSRIA provides for three types of payments related to production of commodities. Loan deficiency payments (LDPs) have been widely used for several years. The maximum LDP for corn was raised by $.12 per bushel in most Iowa counties, and the maximum soybean LDP was decreased by $.26 per bushel. If prices remain low, this change will result in slightly more revenue for most producers.

Two new types of payments are introduced in FSRIA. These take the place of previous fixed payments and disaster payments, known variously as FAIR, MLA, PFC and oilseed payments. Direct payments are based on a payment rate of $.28 per bushel for corn and $.44 per bushel for soybeans. These are paid on a fixed number
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of acres (85 percent of base) and bushels (early 1980s levels). In addition, counter cyclical payments are made when national market prices average below $2.32 for corn and $5.36 for soybeans during the period from September 1 through August 31. These payments offer some price protection above the levels at which LDPs are paid.

Comparisons to FAIR Act

The table below compares the gross revenue per acre for each crop using the average market price and payments the 1999, 2000 and 2001 crops under the previous farm bill (FAIR) to the gross revenue under FSRIA assuming prices are as low as they were in those years. Actual yields are assumed to be 150 bushels per acre for corn and 50 bushels per acre for soybeans, and the farm’s old program yield for corn was 112.5 bushels per acre. New program yields are fixed at 93.5 percent of 1998-2001 yields.

In this example, the corn revenue per acre would be about $19 higher and the soybean revenue per acre would be about $7 higher than in the past. It should be noted, though, that costs of production for corn have increased at least $10 to $15 per acre since 1998 due mostly to higher fuel and chemical costs. Farms with higher or lower yields would have different payments, but the comparisons would be similar.

If the farm had a 50 percent corn base under the old program and is currently growing equal acres of corn and soybeans, average gross revenue per acre in the example would have been $320.50 under the FAIR Act, compared to $331.39 under the new bill. However, many farms have had corn bases equal to more than 50 percent of their crop acres, and were receiving higher payments. Under FSRIA, farms with higher corn bases will still receive higher payments, but the advantage will be less. The table below compares the average payments per acre for farms with a 67 percent corn base and a 100 percent corn base. In both cases it is assumed that the farm will maximize payments by not updating base acres and yields for the new bill, and that the current cropping program is half corn and half soybeans.

For the 67 percent corn base situation, the new bill still provides slightly higher revenue per acre than was received under the old bill. However, a farm with a 100 percent corn base will actually receive about $7 less revenue per acre. This is because payments are set more evenly between corn and soybeans in FSRIA.

2002 Crop

Concerns over reduced yields of both corn and soybeans have sent market prices higher this summer. If prices stay at current levels, no loan deficiency payments will be available, and counter cyclical payments for the 2002 crops may be reduced, as well. For each dime that the national average market price increases, the counter cyclical payment is decreased by about $.08. So, with normal yields revenue will be up only modestly, despite substantially higher market prices, and if yields are below normal profits will decline as well. To the extent that 2002 crop profits are factored into rents for next year, it will probably be wise to wait until more is known before bargaining begins.
Agriculture is on the threshold of an exciting frontier of opportunities. These include growing pharmaceuticals in fields along with delivering fresh food products straight to grocers' shelves. Bright as these prospects may be, however, they must be seized by farmers accustomed to growing commodities and responding to public policy overwhelmingly directed at commodities. Thus, entering agriculture's new frontier requires big changes by farmers and policy makers alike. Farmers must go beyond a tradition of independence to a new business model founded on partnering. And policy makers must shift from subsidizing commodity production to supporting new ventures in product agriculture.

These are the conclusions reached by a national task force commissioned by the National Corn Growers Association to peer into U.S. agriculture's future. The task force included farmers, industry and technology experts, university economists, and myself.

Agriculture's commodity dilemma

U.S. agriculture has long been a commodity powerhouse. But that very success creates a dilemma for the future. Twin forces point to much bigger farms in the future, offering the opportunity of growing commodities profitably to a relative handful of elite commercial farmers. One force driving this trend is technology, which continues to advance and reduce the need for farm labor. The adoption of no-till cultivation practices alone is estimated to have liberated about 500 man-hours a year on a typical 1,000-acre Corn Belt farm, or about 11 weeks of time for the farmer. Put simply, growers can now farm more land with the same amount of labor. This increase in productivity also means that full-time crop farmers who elect not to expand are effectively underemployed parts of the year.

The other force behind the trend is intense global competition in commodity production. The farmers on the task force were especially aware of the competitive threat of low-cost production in South America. Corn and soybeans are being grown at very low cost in Brazil and Argentina, and there is great capacity to expand production in both countries. This competition promises to keep profit margins for U.S. grain farmers razor thin for the foreseeable future.

The vast majority of grain producers wonder what the future holds for them. Opportunities seem available to small and large farms alike. The rural economic impact of more widespread plantings of pharmaceutical crops is potentially great.

As a result of these twin forces, corn producers envision a future in which 10,000-acre farms (about 16 square miles) may be needed to generate satisfactory returns. This scale of operation holds little appeal to many within the current industry, leaving the vast majority of grain producers wondering what the future holds for them. The trend also carries profound impacts on rural communities if left to evolve on its own. Quite simply, farming units of this grand scale will sustain significantly fewer rural communities.

Commodities also pose a huge dilemma for public policy. They remain the overwhelming focus of farm policy, with most government payments flowing to commodity growers. Yet producers are increasingly aware that commodity payments have failed to revitalize their communities or even stem economic erosion. Despite the $104 billion spent on farm payments in the 1990s, three of every four farm-dependent rural counties had economic growth below the average for all rural counties, and one of every two lost population. An even bigger dilemma arises from the growing recognition that seizing new opportunities in agriculture will be much more difficult if policy makers continue to emphasize income subsidies instead of focusing on new strategic investments. That is, regular subsidy payments for growing commodities stifle entrepreneurial shifts to new opportunities.

The New Frontier

Even as pressures mount on commodity production and commodity policy, agriculture stands on the edge of an exciting frontier. This frontier, which many now call product agriculture, presents a panoply of opportunities that range far beyond commodities. Two features are particularly striking. One is the exceptional range of opportunities—from growing pharmaceuticals in cornfields to selling fresh foods directly on grocery shelves. The other is the common thread that weaves throughout the various opportunities—a business model founded on interdependence instead of independence.

While some leading corn growers might easily assemble 10,000-acre farms, few seem to aspire to it. Instead, they and many other large crop producers are turning to opportunities in product agriculture. These opportunities appear to hold more promise and more excitement than simply growing more.
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bushels on a bigger farm. Importantly, these opportunities seem available to small and large farms alike, but in most cases farmers must forgo their traditional independence and become part of a “product alliance” to tap such markets.

Growing pharmacueticals
None is more exciting than growing pharmaceuticals in fields. This past fall, the first field of “pharmaceutical” corn in North America was harvested in Iowa. The corn was genetically engineered to produce a protein used to manufacture a drug to combat symptoms of cystic fibrosis. There was a compelling reason to grow the protein in a field instead of a factory—farm costs were 7 percent of factory costs. This squares with more general estimates of cost savings of growing drug materials in plants and animals.

The rural economic impact of more widespread plantings of pharmaceutical crops is potentially great. To the producer, these fields represent what are in all likelihood the highest value crops ever. In the case of the cystic fibrosis corn, it is estimated that several thousand acres might be needed to meet market demand, and this is a small market drug. Worldwide, an estimated 400 plant-based drugs are currently being developed, with another 1,000 under consideration. If such drugs reach the market, plantings of pharmaceutical crops could swell significantly. While no one knows how many acres could ultimately switch to these high-value crops, islands of specialized productions could one day be scattered throughout the Farm Belt.

The biggest economic impact of these islands comes from locating processing facilities near where the crops are grown. The National Corn Growers Association estimates that such plants could require investments of $80 million. And the plants would provide high-skill, high-wage jobs.

Direct marketing
Another opportunity in the new frontier is to sell farm-fresh products directly to grocers through new alliances. While some organic foods are beginning to show up on grocery shelves in the nation, perhaps the best example of farmer-grocer alliances can be found in the United Kingdom. Waitrose became a top-ranked UK grocer in the 1990s due to its huge selection of organic, farm-fresh products. Many of these products are grown in the UK and supplied to Waitrose through direct alliances with farmers. This has given new markets to farmers that used to grow traditional commodities while at the same time lifting the number of organic products on today’s Waitrose shelves to more than 1,500. These products range from “deep-strawed eggs” to certified farm-fresh leg of lamb.

Farm-to-grocer alliances are much less developed in the United States, especially in the Midwest where commodity production remains dominant. However, crop producers within an easy drive to major cities have a clear-cut opportunity to help grocers widen their product offerings. The success of this strategy, as Waitrose demonstrates, depends on having enough growers to keep products consistently stocked, even for seasonal products.

Exchanging independence for interdependence
The need for partnering is, in fact, the other striking feature of the new frontier. Traditionally, farmers have been the very embodiment of a highly independent business model. Looking ahead, however, the task force agreed that farmers must be willing to challenge their traditional comfort zone, exchanging independence for interdependence. While some in agriculture lament this shift, task force members also agreed that some loss in independence is far preferable to a growing farmer dependence on government subsidies.

Farmers must be willing to challenge their traditional comfort zone, exchanging independence for interdependence.

Interdependence is a critical part of product agriculture. Whether producing pharmaceutical corn or farm-fresh foods, the key is delivering products exactly suited to the needs of the end consumer. Value chains are increasingly the means for ensuring quality assurance throughout all steps in the process. In the case of pharmaceuticals, growers will likely need to take two steps. First, they will need to certify their farms to quality production protocols, such as ISO 9000, a step the Iowa farmer took before growing the cystic fibrosis corn. And second, growers will need to foster close business and contractual relationships with firms that process the crops. Farmers will benefit from this shift in business model if they are able to help other partners manage risk while delivering high-quality products. Similarly, farm-to-grocer food products likely will be delivered under exacting standards, and farmers will have to partner with other farmers to deliver sufficient quantity to keep products stocked in stores.

New policies for product agriculture
Just as product agriculture requires big shifts in farm business practices, so it points to the need for big shifts in public policy. Seizing opportunities in agriculture’s most promising product ventures will be much more difficult if policy continues to empha-
size income subsidies instead of focusing on strategic investments in the new opportunities.

With new policies, the grain industry can have a bright future where there are new opportunities for quality conscious growers of all sizes. But this future requires a change in mindset. Government and private industry must enhance the climate for producers to participate in value-added ventures. Two shifts in public policy will be especially important to improving outcomes for producers and rural communities. The first is a new emphasis on strategic investments in rural development. The second is new strategic investments in product agriculture.

A new rural policy
Rural policy, as such, is a new frontier for U.S. policy makers. While much remains unknown, three key principles might guide formulation of a new rural policy.

• First, policy might focus on rural places instead of one sector—agriculture. A “one-size-fits-all” policy no longer fits the diverse economic landscape that is 21st century rural America.

• Second, it might focus on encouraging clusters and networks among farmers and rural businesses. Being small is a liability in the new economy, and more and more evidence supports policy that encourages partnering among firms. This policy orientation also happens to align with the needs of the interdependent business model emerging in product agriculture. But it represents a sharp departure from the farm focus of agricultural policy.

• And third, it might focus on investing in new competitive advantage for rural regions. A good example is New York’s “dairies to wineries” program that is now bringing substantial tourist dollars to the Finger Lakes Region.

A handful of specific policy thrusts might support these three policy principles. Spurring more rural entrepreneurs will be important to product agriculture and rural economic growth more generally. After chasing smokestacks throughout much of the past half century, rural policy makers increasingly recognize the benefits of growing their own businesses. An essential ingredient in helping new entrepreneurs is equity capital, which is sorely lacking in rural areas. Thus, building new equity-fund institutions is a vital policy issue. Helping rural businesses tap advanced technology will be another important program thrust. New institutions like Minnesota Technology Inc., a technology assistance group created by the state of Minnesota, may be important model institutions for helping rural companies move up the technology ladder. And, of course, lifting rural quality life will be important to helping rural businesses attract and retain talented workers.

New strategic investments in product agriculture
Another key policy thrust is new strategic investments in product agriculture. Such investments are crucial in fostering a healthy agricultural structure and are necessary for thriving rural communities. Four areas will be especially important:

• First, new research investments are needed to address environmental concerns in the livestock industry. If animal agriculture continues to move to other countries because of social and environmental concerns, U.S. grain producers will be hurt. A “Manhattan style” research project to solve animal odor problems could help keep in rural America the single most important source of farm income.

• Second, public policy might focus on programs that help farmers big and small alike—and rural communities leverage specialty product markets. Public investments that help underwrite the costs of forming producer alliances would be helpful. Initiatives that help develop farm-to-grocer markets will help many farmers, especially those near cities.

• Third, encouraging new research and business alliances between the medical industry and the agricultural sector will be important. Pharmaceuticals represent a new intersection of farming and medicine, and public policy might consider research investments that aim to exploit the new synergies between industries that have rarely intersected in the past. As second- and third-generation biotech products provide consumer benefits, such as low-cost vaccines and lifesaving pharmaceuticals, the nation could position itself to take advantage of these lucrative niche markets.

• Finally, policy might update cooperative legislation. Existing coop law was passed for commodity agriculture. New provisions may be needed to promote value chains where all participants benefit. For example, the current patchwork of state laws makes it difficult for new generation coops to raise capital across state lines.
Ag Decision Maker goes electronic

Like the print version, this decision-oriented agricultural business Internet site is designed for farmers, lenders, farm managers, agriculture instructors and others. It provides up-to-date information from agricultural economics at Iowa State University and other Midwest universities and institutions.

The Internet site is located at http://www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm. The new online version offers a number of interactive tools not available in the print publication.

To stay current, you can request to be notified each month by email of new information that is being posted on the web site. The Internet version is free. Four types of information are offered on the site:

Decision files
More than 160 Decision Files provide information and analysis for finding solutions to many of the decisions facing farmers and agribusinesses. Each decision file can be printed or read from your computer screen.

Decision aids
Many of the decision files have decision aids (spreadsheets) for on-line computation. Just enter your figures into the spreadsheet to analyze your individual situation and save the analysis as a file on your computer.

Teaching activities
Many of the decision files have teaching activities for use in high school classrooms. Students can complete the teaching activity from information provided in the decision files and save or print the document and provide it to their instructor. Teachers can access a restricted area of the site to get answer keys.

The monthly print publication will still be available for a fee. Those interested in subscribing to the print publication should contact Trece Lonneman at (641) 923-2856 or via e-mail at trece@iastate.edu.

Newsletter articles
This section is updated monthly and provides analysis and insight into many of the issues facing modern agriculture. Also newsletter articles published during the last three years are available.
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